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Technology, Design and Process Innovation in the Built Environment (Spon Research)Taylor & Francis, 2009
Buildings and infrastructure represent principal assets of any national economy as well as prime sources of environmental degradation. Making them more sustainable represents a key challenge for the construction, planning and design industries and governments at all levels; and the rapid urbanisation of the 21st century has turned this...
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Information Protection Playbook (Risk Management Portfolio)Elsevier Limited, 2013

	The primary goal of the Information Protection Playbook is to serve as a comprehensive resource for information protection (IP) professionals who must provide adequate information security at a reasonable cost. It emphasizes a holistic view of IP: one that protects the applications, systems, and networks that deliver business...
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Translational Neuroscience: A Guide to a Successful ProgramJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Translational research looks to take the latest innovations made in the laboratory setting to translate findings into effective and sustainable medical interventions and improved preventative measures. Funding support is increasingly tied to practical healthcare outcomes, with this trend likely only to increase in coming years,...
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Unauthorised Access: Physical Penetration Testing For IT Security TeamsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The first guide to planning and performing a physical penetration test on your computer's security


	Most IT security teams concentrate on keeping networks and systems safe from attacks from the outside-but what if your attacker was on the inside? While nearly all IT teams perform a variety of network and application...
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Common Design Patterns for Symbian OS: The Foundations of Smartphone Software (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Common Design Patterns for Symbian OS is the first design patterns book that addresses Symbian OS specifically. It introduces programmers to the common design patterns that help implement a large variety of applications and services on Symbian OS. The goal of the book is to provide the experience of Symbian's developers to a wider audience...
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Python for Data Analysis: Data Wrangling with Pandas, NumPy, and IPythonO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and crunching datasets in Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition of this hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show you how to solve a broad set of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas,...
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The Agent Modeling Language - AML: A Comprehensive Approach to Modeling Multi-Agent SystemsBirkhauser, 2007
Multi-agent systems are already a focus of studies for more than 25 years. Despite substantial effort of an active research community, modeling of multi-agent systems still lacks complete and proper definition, general acceptance, and practical application. Due to the vast potential of these systems e.g. to improve the practice in software and to...
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Solaris(TM) Performance and Tools: DTrace and MDB Techniques for Solaris 10 and OpenSolarisPrentice Hall, 2006
"The Solaris™Internals volumes are simply the best and most comprehensive treatment of the Solaris (and OpenSolaris) Operating Environment. Any person using Solaris--in any capacity--would be remiss not to include these two new volumes in their personal library. With advanced observability tools in Solaris (like DTrace), you...
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Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007Sybex, 2006
Turn Your Ideas Into High-Impact 3D Models and Animations
   

 Transform flat drawings and concepts into impressive 3D visualizations that will amaze your clients with the comprehensive instruction you'll find in Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2007. Written by VIZ experts, this book shows you how to get the most out of...
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Theory and Practice of Uncertain ProgrammingPhysica-Verlag, 2003
Real-life decisions are usually made in the state of uncertainty (randomness, fuzziness, roughness, etc.). How do we model optimization problems in uncertain environments? How do we solve these models? In order to answer these questions, this book provides a self-contained, comprehensive and up-to-date presentation of uncertain programming theory....
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IoT, AI, and Blockchain for .NET: Building a Next-Generation Application from the Ground UpApress, 2018

	
		Create applications using Industry 4.0. Discover how artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) capabilities can be enhanced using the Internet of things (IoT) and secured using Blockchain, so your latest app can be not just smarter but also more connected and more secure than ever before. This book covers the latest...
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What Can You Do with a Major in Business: Real people. Real jobs. Real rewardsCliffs Notes, 2005

	Your guide to glide from campus to career


	Make sure you get a good ROI (Return on Investment) from your college courses and career choices. Whether you're a student pounding the books or a graduate pounding the pavement, What Can You Do with a Major in Business? alerts you to diverse job options, some of which you probably...
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